Gas export controls 'ready to go' if energy
industry fails in crisis -- PM
25 September 2017

Gas shortages on Australia’s east coast could be three times worse than
expected, but Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull has stepped back from
immediate export controls while threatening them in future.
New reports from the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) and the competition
watchdog warn that a gas shortfall next year is much more likely than was expected.
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Mr Turnbull said that export controls would not be introduced without consultation with the
industry but could be avoided if gas companies acted quickly.
++++++++++++++
In the short-term, fixed prices could reduce Australia's crisis of soaring electricity prices, but
the long-term solution is greater investment in renewables and energy storage, according to
some analysts.
"We want to see a plan from them — we want to see a commitment — then we want to be
satisfied that it meets the requirements of the ACCC," Prime Minister Turnbull said of the big
companies involved.
"Clearly, the objective is for the industry to fix the problem by agreement."
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While Mr Turnbull has not pulled the trigger on export controls, he has made it clear to
energy companies that the Federal Government is willing to do so.
"We will continue to hold that mechanism ready to go ... (in) changed circumstances -- that
is, a much bigger shortage than previously advised," he said.
"If we are not able to receive the assurances from the industry to our satisfaction and that of
the ACCC, then we will impose those export controls."
Opposition Leader Bill Shorten has repeated his calls for export restrictions to be
immediately imposed, tweeting "it's time to pull the trigger on export controls. Why does [Mr
Turnbull] refuse?"
Based on an article by political reporter, Henry Belot,
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-09-25/gas-shortfall-could-be-worse-than-expected-accc-aemo-report-says/8984306

Related story: http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/renewable-energy-policieswill-kill-people-says-craig-kelly/news-story/686f72a50aa9e62778ef5a25dec3559a
Related Story: Homes could lose power as gas shortage looms, operator warns
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